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CAMPS!

3 WEEKS/ 3 SUMMER CAMPS
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#CAMPISYMCA
#CAMPISYMCA
#CAMPISYMCA

The first week of July our volunteers were 

preparing for the YMCA Summer Camps. 

International and local volunteers got together 

to plan these weeks and make them the best 

possible for the campers!

In the end it’s great to make this 

summer better for the campers and 

we also hope they take some of 

what they learned in terms of YMCA 

values to their lives from now on!

visit our facebook here!
visit our website here!

https://www.facebook.com/romaniaymca
http://ymca.ro/news/


WEEK 2 CAVNIC

In Cavnic, the YMCA Shine - Alegria Camp was held 
in Colegiul Economic “Pintea Viteazul”. There were 
a lot of enthusiastic campers! The energy flows 
between campers and the YMCA team. We did water 
games, workshops such as karaoke and theatre and 
sports activities. In the hiking day we went up the 
hills to do some scouting activities and meet Gabriel 
Costinar, who works in Salvamont with fascinating 
stories and tips from the mountains. 

WEEK 1 & 3 BAIA MARE 

In the first and third week YMCA Shine - Alegria Camp 

was in The Village Museum in Baia Mare. The place is 

magical, and so were these weeks! Combining fun games 

with educational activities, we managed smoothly to 

transmit the YMCA values to the campers. Through team 

sports, conversations, hiking and scouting activities the 

camps were fun both for the YMCA team and for the 

campers! In the end, a talent show made every camper 

shine in their own way.



PERSONAL PROJECT MARINE

PERSONAL PROJECT MARINA

Marine is passionate about sports! Because of this, she 

has done a multi-sport competition for kids and young 

people. She did two of them, one in Parcul Regina Maria 

and another version of this at the third camp of YMCA, 

in Baia Mare. This event included ultimate frisbee, rugby 

tag, football, voleyball and basketball. The participants 

enjoyed going through multiple disciplines. 

As a primary school teacher, Marina loves kids. The 

education method she wants to follow privileges 

methods such as storytelling. With this in mind, she did 

two events where she read and discussed child stories. 

In a kindergarten and in the YMCA summer camps! The 

kids enjoyed it and so did we!


